
SC129 – Digital I/O (RC2014) 

SC129 is a digital I/O module designed for the RC2014 bus.  
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• SC129 – Alphanumeric LED (4-bit parallel) 

Notes 

• This design is made in accordance with the “designed for RC2014” labelling scheme. 

• RC2014 is a trademark of RFC2795 Ltd. 

• This product is designed for hobby use and is not suitable for industrial, commercial or 

safety-critical applications. 

• The product contains small parts and is not suitable for young children. 

  

https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/example-alphanumeric-lcd/


SC129, v1.1, Description 

SC129 is a digital I/O module designed for RC2014. 

 

The module has the following features: 

• 8 digital inputs with LED indicators 

• 8 digital outputs with LED indicators 

• Header for all inputs and outputs signals 

• Tight configurable address decoding 

This module is suitable for connecting to a solderless breadboard with Dupont cables. 

https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc129-digital-i-o-rc2014/


 

The eight inputs and eight outputs are 74HCT series compatible. 

The input and output ports are simple devices which require no initialisation, simply read and 

write with a single assemble instruction or a single BASIC statement. 

Address decoding allows the module to be set to any I/O address in the range 0 to 255 (0x00 to 

0xFF hexadecimal) and occupies only a single address. Many of these modules can be used at 

the same time. 

  



SC129, v1.1, Assembly Guide 

Click here for a list of the parts required to build an SC129, v1.1, Digital I/O module.  

Experienced builders please read the section below about ribbon cables. Other than that there 

shouldn’t be any surprises to catch you out so just go ahead and assemble it.  

Ribbon cables 

The input/output header pins are suitable for connecting Dupont style cables, as illustrated to the 

right. 

 

However, there isn’t sufficient clearance under the input/output header pins for a standard IDC 

ribbon connector.  

https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc129-digital-i-o-rc2014/sc129-v1-1-parts-list/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc129-digital-i-o-rc2014/


 

Several solutions are available: 

1/ Using an IDC header socket as a spacer, solder the header pins slightly raised from the printed 

circuit board. 

 

2/ Fit a shrouded connector instead of the header pins. This also offers the benefit of being keyed 

to avoid the ribbon cable being connected the wrong way around. 



 

Getting started 

This guide assumes you are familiar with assembling circuit boards, soldering, and cleaning. If 

not, it is recommended you read some of the guides on the internet before continuing. 

First check you have all the required components, as listed in the parts list. 

Before assembling it is worth visually inspecting the circuit board for anything that looks out of 

place, such as mechanical damage or apparent manufacturing defects. 

If you have a multimeter that measures resistance or has a continuity test function, check there is 

not a short on the power supply tracks. Connect the probes to each terminal of one of the 

capacitors, such as C1. This should be an open circuit, not a short. 

The picture below shows what a completed SC129 should look like. 

 

https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc129-digital-i-o-rc2014/sc129-v1-1-parts-list/


IC sockets 

Fit and solder the IC sockets (shown below in yellow) 

 

Be sure to fit them with the notch matching the legend on the circuit board, so you do not end up 

fitting the IC the wrong way around too. 

 

Header pins 

Fit and solder the header pins. 



P1 is a single row of right angled pins. 

 

P2 and P3 together are a double row of right angled pins. 

 

P4 and P5 together are a double row of straight pins. 

 

 

Resistor networks 

Fit and solder the 8x10k resistor network RP1 (shown below in blue).  

https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/components/resistor-network-8-x-10k-sil/


 

Fit and solder the 8x1k resistor networks RP2 and RP3 (shown below in yellow). 

 

The 10k network will be marked 103 while the 1k network will be marked 102. If you want 

particularly bright lights you could fit 470R resistor packs instead of 1k resistor packs. 

Take care to fit the resistor network the correct way around. Pin 1 is usually marked with a dot. 

This end is indicated on the PCB and on the illustration below. 

 



 

Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) 

Fit and solder the orange LEDs (LED1 to LED8) and the red LEDs (LED9 to LED16).  

 

It is important to fit the LEDs the correct way around. LEDs usually have a small flat side to 

indicate the cathode (the negative end). This should be positioned to match the flat side shown 

on the circuit board (illustrated to the right). Also, the cathode pin on the LED is usually shorter 

than the other pin (the Anode).  



 

 

Capacitors (100 nF) 

Fit and solder the 100 nF cacacitors, C1 to C4. 

 

These can be fitted either way around as they are not polarity dependent. 

https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/components/capacitor-ceramic-100-nf/


 

Capacitor (100uF) 

Fit and solder capacitor C5.  

It is important to fit this capacitor the right way around. The negative terminal is indicated with a 

‘minus’ sign, as illustrated to the right. The negative terminal also has a shorter lead.  

 

To make the board as low profile as possible, this capacitor can be fitted laying flat, in the 

position shown below. 

https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/components/capacitor-electrolytic-100-%c2%b5f/


 

Quick Tests 

Visually inspect the soldering for bad joints and shorts. Clean and inspect again. 

Check for a short on the power supply tracks by measuring the resistance between IC U1 pin 20 

and U1 pin 10 (indicated below in red). This should be an open circuit, not a short. If you are 

using a digital meter set to measure resistance it will likely take a few seconds for the reading to 

stabilise as there are now capacitors on the power lines. A reading of more than 100k Ω (100000 

ohms) is acceptable.  

 

Integrated circuit 



Insert the integrated circuits (ICs) into their sockets, taking care to insert them the right way 

around, as illustrated below. Be careful not to bend any legs over.  

 

Address select jumpers 

Headers P4 and and P5 together form a block of header pins with 2 rows of 8 pins. These are the 

8 address select jumpers and are labelled with their bit numbers.  

The module responds to input/output addresses matching the address set with these jumpers. 

When a jumper shunt is fitted, that bit must be a 1 (high voltage). When the shunt is not fitted, 

that bit must be a 0 (low voltage). 

The default address for an RC2014 is zero (0x00). This is selected by having no jumper shunts 

fitted. 

If, for example, you wish to set the module to address 32 decimal, which is hexadecimal 20 or 

binary 00100000, then fit a single jumper shunt to bit 5. 

You are now ready to give it a try. 

Testing reset 

Connect the Digital I/O module (SC129) to a RC2014 or compatible system and power up.  

If your system has a working power on reset then none of the module’s LEDs should be on. If 

your system usually needs a manual reset then reset it now and check all the module’s LEDs are 

turned off. 

If any of the output LEDs (LED1 to LED16) are turned on at reset, check for a problem around 

IC U2. 

If any of the input LEDs (LED9 to LED16) are turned on at reset, check for a problem around IC 

U3. 

Testing inputs 

To test the inputs, simply connect each input pin on header P2, in turn, to 5 volts, as illustrated 

below. When the input is connected to 5 volts the LED should light. This test should work with 

or without IC U3 fitted.  



 

If an input LED does does not light, the most likely explanation is the LED has been fitted 

backwards.  

The inputs can also be tested from BASIC or from the Small Computer Monitor (SCM). With 

the module’s address set to zero (no jumper shunts fitted) the input port can be displayed with 

the following commands. 

From BASIC: 

PRINT INP(0) 

The result will be the input port value shown in decimal. 

From SCM: 

I 0 

That’s the letter “I” and the number zero. The result will be the input port value shown in 

hexadecimal.  

In both cases the result should be zero if there are no external connections to header P2. 

Testing outputs 

The outputs can be tested from BASIC or from the Small Computer Monitor. With the module’s 

address set to zero (no jumper shunts fitted) the output port can be written to with the following 

commands. 

From BASIC: 

OUT 0, 1 

Where ‘1’ is the required decimal value to be written to the output port. 

From SCM: 

O 0 1 



Where ‘1’ is the required hexadecimal value to be written to the output port.  

Note: That’s the letter “O” and the numbers zero and one.  

The output signals can also be tested with a multimeter by measuring the voltage on each of the 

output bit pins in header P3. 

  



SC129, v1.1, Compatibility 

This module should be compatible with all RC2014 systems and any system that claims to 

support the 40-pin RC2014-Z80 bus.  

The following combinations have been tested with SC129.  

Hardware Comment 

SC108 Z80 Processor 

+ #61c Karl’s serial and storage module 

+ SC116 3-slot backplane 

Tested with SCM 

All okay 

SC111 Z180 Processor module 

+ SC119 Z180 Memory module 

+ SC112 Modular backplane 

Tested with SCM 

All okay 

SC114 Z80 SBC / Motherboard  

Tested with SCM 

All okay 

SC126 Z180 SBC / Motherboard  

Tested with SCM  

All okay 

LiNC80 SBC1 

+ SC109 Modular backplane 

Tested with SCM  

All okay 

RC2014 Pro 

Tested with SCM  

All okay  

Z280RC Bill’s Z280 SBC  

Tested with SCM 

All okay 

All worked as expected. No compatibility problems have been found with any combinations of 

hardware so far tried.  

  

https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc129-digital-i-o-rc2014/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc108-z80-processor-rc2014/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/third-party-products/karls-serial-and-storage-module/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc110-z80-serial-rc2014/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc111-z180-cpu-module-rc2014/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc119-z180-memory-module-rc2014/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc112-modular-backplane-rc2014/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc114-documentation/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc126-z180-motherboard-rc2014/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/linc80-system/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc109-module-backplane-z50bus-rc2014/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/rc2014/
https://www.retrobrewcomputers.org/doku.php?id=builderpages:plasmo:z280rc


SC129, v1.1, Parts List 

These are the parts required to build SC129, v1.1, Digital I/O module for RC2014. 

Reference Qty Component 

PCB 1 SC129, v1.1, PCB 

C1 to C4 4 Capacitor, ceramic, 100 nF  

C5 1 Capacitor, electrolytic, 100 µF 

Jumper shunts 8 Jumper shunt 

LED1 to LED8 8 LED, orange, 3mm  

LED9 to LED16 8 LED, red, 3mm  

P1  1 Header, male, 1 x 40 pin, angled  

P2 plus P3 1 Header, male, 2 x 10 pin, angled  

P4 plus P5 1 Header, male, 2 x 8 pin, straight 

RP1 1 Resistor pack, 8 x 10k, SIL, 9-pin 

RP2 and RP3 2 Resistor pack, 8 x 1k, SIL, 9-pin 

U1  1 74HCT688 

U2 1 74HCT273 

U3 1 74HCT245 

U4 1 74AHCT32 

IC socket 14-pin 

U4 
1 14-pin PDIP socket  

IC socket 20-pin  

U1, U2, U3 
3 20-pin PDIP socket  

 

  

https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc129-digital-i-o-rc2014/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc129-digital-i-o-rc2014/sc129-v1-1-pcb/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/components/capacitor-ceramic-100-nf/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/components/capacitor-electrolytic-100-%c2%b5f/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/components/jumper-shunt/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/components/led-orange-3-mm/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/components/led-red-3-mm/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/components/header-male-1-x-40-pin-angled/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/components/header-male-2-x-40-pin-angled/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/components/header-male-2-x-40-pin-straight/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/components/resistor-network-8-x-10k-sil/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/components/resistor-network-8-x-1k-sil/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/components/ic-74hct688-8-bit-identity-comparator/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/components/ic-74hct273-8-bit-register-with-clear/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/components/ic-74hct245-octal-3-state-bus-tranceiver/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/components/ic-74hct32-quad-2-input-and-gate/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/components/socket-dip-14-pin/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/components/socket-dip-20-pin/


SC129, v1.1, PCB 

SC129 is a Digital I/O module designed for the RC2014 bus.  

 
Links 

SC129, v1.1, PCB only (Tindie)  

SC129, v1.1, Complete kit (Tindie)  

SC129, v1.1, PCB design files (EasyEDA)  

SC129, v1.1, Gerber files (ZIP)  

SC129, v1.1, Schematic (PDF)  

 

https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc129-digital-i-o-rc2014/
https://www.tindie.com/products/15196/
https://www.tindie.com/products/18000/
https://easyeda.com/sccousins/sc129-v1-1-digital-i-o-for-rc2014
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A7rS0RbMayMP5-DbUP6g1sPKCn6Oi03k/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FnVUP2fhn1NqUlF1fK37xpasOV-5T_h4/view?usp=sharing


  



SC129, v1.1, User Guide 

SC129 is a simple digital I//O module with 8 inputs and 8 outputs. Each input and each output 

has an LED to indicate its state. 

SC129 Digital I/O module set to address 32 decimal (hexadecimal 20)  

This module should be compatible with all RC2014 systems and any system that claims to 

support the 40-pin RC2014-Z80 bus. 

Address 

Headers P4 and and P5 together form a block of header pins with 2 rows of 8 pins. These are the 

8 address select jumpers and are labelled with their bit numbers.  

The module responds to input/output addresses matching the address set with these jumpers. 

When a jumper shunt is fitted, that bit must be a 1 (high voltage). When the shunt is not fitted, 

that bit must be a 0 (low voltage). The module has tight address decoding and only occupies a 

single input/output port address. 

The default address for an RC2014 is zero (0x00). This is selected by having no jumper shunts 

fitted. 

If, for example, you wish to set the module to address 32 decimal, which is hexadecimal 20 or 

binary 00100000, then fit a single jumper shunt to bit 5. 

Many of these modules can be used at the same time providing the addresses are all different. 



Outputs 

The outputs can written from lots of software, including BASIC and SCM. With the module’s 

address set to zero (no jumper shunts fitted) the output port can be written to with the following 

commands. 

From BASIC: 

OUT 0, 1 

Where ‘0’ is the port address and ‘1’ is the required decimal value to be written to the output 

port. 

From SCM: 

O 0 1 

Where ‘0’ is the port address and ‘1’ is the required hexadecimal value to be written to the output 

port.  

Note: That’s the letter “O” and the numbers zero and one.  

Outputs are driven from a 74HCT series logic chip running at 5 volts. Each output can sink 

(output low) up to 4 mA and source (output high) up to 2 mA (after allowing 2 mA for the output 

LED). 

Inputs 

The inputs can be read from lots of software, including BASIC and SCM. With the module’s 

address set to zero (no jumper shunts fitted) the input port can be read with the following 

commands.  

From BASIC: 

PRINT INP(0) 

The result will be the input port value shown in decimal. 

From SCM: 

I 0 

That’s the letter “I” and the number zero. The result will be the input port value shown in 

hexadecimal.  

In both cases the result should be zero if there are no external connections to header P2. 

Inputs are connected to a 74HCT series logic chip running at 5 volts and also an LED with 

current limit resistor. A high level input should be between 2.0 volts and the supply voltage 

(nominally 5.0 volts). A low level input should be between GND and 0.8 volts. A high level 

input signal needs to be able to source at least 2 mA to drive the input LED. 

  



Example: Alphanumeric LCD 

This example demonstrates one way to connect an alphanumeric LCD to a parallel port. The 

example code has been written as a Small Computer Monitor App. 

 

Typically, the display will have 2 lines with 16 characters in each line. 

The display is connected to either a simple digital output 

port (such as SC129) or to a Z80 PIO (such as SC103).  

This interfacing method uses 4-bit data mode and uses time delays rather than polling the 

display’s ready status. As a result the interface only requires 6 simple output lines, as shown 

below. 

https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc129-digital-i-o-rc2014/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/components/ic-z80-pio-8mhz-z84c2008peg/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc103-z80-pio-module-rc2014/


 

Source code can be found here. 

Here are some of the hardware combinations supported by the example code: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1i6y2vfc16xvDocyktc7NHcw-dl9EYYaT/view?usp=sharing


LiNC80 SBC1 with SC109 backplane and SC129 digital I/O module  

 

https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/linc80-system/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc109-module-backplane-z50bus-rc2014/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc129-digital-i-o-rc2014/


SC108 processor with Karl’s #61c serial and storage module and SC129 digital I/O  

 

https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc108-z80-processor-rc2014/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/third-party-products/karls-serial-and-storage-module/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc129-digital-i-o-rc2014/


SC114 Z80 motherboard with SC129 digital I/O module  

 

https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc114-documentation/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc129-digital-i-o-rc2014/


RC2014 based system with SC103 Z80 PIO module  

 

https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/rc2014/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc103-z80-pio-module-rc2014/


SC126 Z180 motherboard with SC129 digital I/O module  

 

https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc126-z180-motherboard-rc2014/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc129-digital-i-o-rc2014/


Bill’s Z280RC with SC112 backplane and SC129 digital I/O module 
 

https://www.retrobrewcomputers.org/doku.php?id=builderpages:plasmo:z280rc
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc112-modular-backplane-rc2014/
https://smallcomputercentral.wordpress.com/sc129-digital-i-o-rc2014/

